After 10 years of development and over 40 patents, the Opté Precision Skincare System combines the best of optics, proprietary algorithms, printing technology, and skincare in one device. Opté scans, detects, and corrects hyperpigmentation with precision application to reveal the natural beauty of your skin every day.

**CONSUMER INSIGHTS**

89% want to look as good as they feel (base 76)*

88% want the natural radiance of their skin to shine (base 52)*

78% want to be seen as they see themselves (base 76)*

*representative US women 45-74 years old

**PRECISION WAND**

- **Blue LED Scan Lights** virtually enhance the contrast in skin melanin (as it scans), allowing the camera to see up to 3x more pigmentation than your eye, allowing visible spots and the spots not yet noticeable to be detected.

- **Integrated Digital Camera** captures 200 skin images per second, resulting in approximately 24,000 pictures of skin analyzed with each use.

- **Minicomputer Precise Color Algorithm** microprocesses 70,000 lines of code to determine the size, shape and intensity of the spot in contrast to the adjacent surrounding skin.

- **Micro Printer** with 120 thermal inkjet nozzles thinner than a human hair, deposits 1,000 Optimizing Serum picoliter droplets (one billionth of a liter) to achieve precise coverage with 99% less product on your skin than alternatives.

**PRECISION SKINCARE**

**Optimizing Serum** contains only the ingredients your skin needs to achieve flawless looking skin and reduce the appearance of spots over time.

- **Mineral Pigments** to provide immediate coverage and create a flawless look.

- **Spot Lightening skincare ingredients** proven to reduce the appearance of age spots over time.

- **Moisturizers** to help your skin retain moisture and stay hydrated.

**SCANS**

Skin to find tonal variations

**DETECTS**

Age spots and other hyperpigmentation

**CORRECTS**

Tonal variations with Optimizing Serum
REVEAL THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF YOUR SKIN WITHOUT THE TRADEOFFS

LIGHTENING CREAMS
Spot lightening creams lighten not only your spot, but also the surrounding skin. Opté targets your only discolorations.

LASERS
Laser treatments by a doctor may involve cost, pain, and downtime. Opté is not a laser and is completely pain-free and gentle on your skin.

MAKEUP
Foundation can be heavy or look fake, even amplifying flaws. Opté delivers perfectly natural, even skin.

REAL WOMAN, REAL RESULTS, UNRETOUCHED

People think I have naturally great skin and what they don't know is that Opté is my secret weapon that allows me to get this result every day.

Love, love, love the Beauty Wand. It's like magic and leaves behind beautiful, radiant, flawless skin. I would recommend the Beauty Wand to everyone who has undesirable dark spots and wants to cover them.

I'm not one to ever try these types of products although I am open to them. I finally gave it a try and cannot be happier with the results. My face feels clean and natural every day.

LEARN MORE AT OPTESKIN.COM